Abstract
strain-specific properties are hypothesized to be enciphered in the strain-specific structures of PrP Sc for the other mutants. For each production run, trajectory snapshots were saved at every 10 ps. that the effects manifest in the pre-run phase. In such cases, we exploited it and repeated short MD simulation 50 165 times to exclude a possibility that the apparent effects of the mutation actually just resulted from probability 166 fluctuation. We carried out 5 ns of production runs from the common minimized structure according to the same 167 procedure as the 400 ns simulations (Suppl Fig S5A) . disordered than those on the Chain J side (Fig 1B, arrow) . Stabilities of the stack-end molecules seemed varied 182 also between the five runs (Suppl Fig S2A) . Chain J (Fig 1C, red circles) along with higher B-factor values (Fig 1E, red circles similarly (Fig 2E) , and the differences from those of WT in five independent runs were statistically significant ( WT, while those of the residue 72 oppositely tended to be higher (Fig 2F, left column) . Those alterations in the enough to directly interact (Fig 3) . As expected, hydrogen bonds were newly formed between the substituted 215 Thr53 and Gly73 or Val74 (Fig 3A, red lines) , which reminisced the speculative model by Rodriguez et al. [37] . A 216 noteworthy fact is that they were "inter-layer" bonds bridging a Thr53 with the Gly73 of one-upper layer, e.g. Thr53
217
of the Chain B and Gly73 of the Chain A (Suppl Fig S3) . To the contrary, hydrophobic effects between Ala53 and 218 Val74 in the WT are absent in the homo-A53T amyloid (Fig 3B) . The diagrams also revealed interactions between (Fig 4A and 4B) , i.e. the unique instability of homo-A53T amyloid Chain A and B than WT particularly in the residues 52-54 (Fig 4C) , suggesting that they are not simple Gly93-Phe94 of the Chain A in the "J only" (Fig 4E) . "IJ" and "HIJ" showed the similar tendencies. repeating short MD simulation runs (Suppl Fig S5A) . As anticipated, the diminution of β -sheet propensities in the 249 β 7 region of homo-A53T amyloid reproducibly occurred in the very initial step of the simulations (Fig 5A, " 0 ns").
250
As the hetero-A53T(ABCDE) was similar to WT amyloid as described, we increased the ratio of α Syn(A53T) and 251 performed short-MD simulations to identify when the characteristics of the homo-A53T emerge (Fig 5B) .
252 Surprisingly, none of the hetero-A53T amyloids was similar to the homo-A53T amyloid, including even the one with 253 the mutant only at the Chain J, i.e. hetero-A53T(A-I) (Fig 5B; Suppl Fig S5B, S6) .
MD simulation of homo-H50Q and homo-G51D amyloids

256
Unlike the homo-A53T amyloid, the homo-oligomer (homo-H50Q) amyloid of region of the Chain J seemed slightly unstable than that of WT (Fig 6B and 6C, bracket) . On the other hand, the 260 local B-factors in the β 3 region were smaller than those of WT (Fig 6C, red box) . Characteristically, there were 261 inter-chain hydrogen-bond formation between the substituted Gln50, i.e. so-called a glutamine ladder (Suppl Fig   262   S7 ), possibly contributing to the stability of β 3 (Fig 6E, left column) . Unlike A53T, H50Q did not affect (homo-G51D) amyloid was severely disordered, with the peptides dissociating from one another (Fig 7A, arrow; 274 Fig 7B, 7D & 7E, red boxes) . The unique influence of the mutation was predictable because the substituted 275 -9 -aspartate residues would align side-by-side with short intervals in the in-register parallel 72 and 73 than those of WT (Fig 7F, right column) . seems to be rather inefficient. In MD simulation of the homo-oligomer amyloid combining both G68E and V95G
293
[homo-(G68E+V95E)], the global structures were unexpectedly stable (Fig 8A, left panel) . Nevertheless, certain (Fig 8B, black circles) , accompanied by larger local B-factors suggesting local 296 structural instabilities (Fig 8C, black circles) . Chain J were so severely disordered as to dissociate from the stack (Fig 8A, red arrows) , while the Chain-A side 311 was rather calm (Fig 8A, right "A-side") . Correspondingly, (Fig 8B, red box) and the local B-factor values in the region 313 were also high (Fig 8C, red box) . Possibly, the structural strains posed by A53T substitution, which manifested in 314 -10 -β 7 of the Chains A and B in the home-A53T, were "redirected" toward the Chain J in the homo-(A53T+S87N) 315 amyloid due to the inter-layer interactions by S87N substitution fixating the loop 84-87 (Suppl Fig S10) . Since interactions (Fig 3) , which also explain the alterations of 
Effects of hetero-oligomerization
406
The remote effects of the A53T substitution on the stability of Syn(A53T) with the Greek-key conformation, without interfering with amyloid formation (Fig 9C and D) . On the 417 other hand, the destabilization of 
